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EVERYBODY DIES. OR, A CONSIDERATION OF
SIMULTANEOUS DEATH STATUTES AND THE

STRUGGLES OF THE SELF-REPRESENTED

VICTOIUA J. HANEMAN*

ABSTRACT

The access to justice problem has been the cause clebre of the social

justice movement in the United States for many years, with calls for the
legal community to support legal services programs and contribute pro bono
hours. It is a problem that reaches beyond the poorest and most disadvan-
taged-the working-class and middle-class are ineligible for legal services
programs but often find themselves unable to afford standard attorney
rates. While the majority of Americans are fairly classified as middle-class,
these individuals are invisible to the estate planning community unless
they have had the good fortune to accumulate enough property to be charac-
terized as upper-middle-class and afford the services of a professional.

Although access to information through technology should allow basic
legal issues to be resolved in an efficient and predictable manner, the reality
is that the complexity of the system interferes. The business of dying has
become extremely lucrative for estate planning attorneys and probate practi-
tioners, and the legal process is designed to accommodate the represented.
To that end, an overarching purpose of this Article is to explore the idea of
revising probate statutes to protect the self-represented from an obvious pit-
fall, especially when and where it is clear that the underrepresented and
unrepresented are going to blindly fall into the pit. This discussion is
framed within the context of an obvious flaw that presently exists in states
that allow holographic wills: protection of the layperson from simultaneous
or closely proximate death scenarios.

Twenty-six states recognize the validity of holographic wills, which are
wholly or partially handwritten wills commonly utilized by the self-repre-
sented testator. While the will of a competently represented testator con-
tains survivorship language as a matter of course, the holographic will of
the self-represented layperson is unlikely to include the legalese of survivor-
ship language. Only ten of the twenty-six states authorizing holographic
instruments have adopted language that protects the instruments with a
default 120-hour rule in the absence of contrary language. The remaining
sixteen states have chosen to implement incomplete language that does not
apply the 120-hour rule to holographic instruments, or alternatively, to
reject adoption of the 120-hour rule altogether. The consequence is that
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while twenty-six states have authorized holographic wills as a convenience
for those unable to retain counsel, sixteen of these states have implicitly
endorsed and enabled self-representation while also failing to make simple,
nonconsequential adjustments to the probate codes that would ease the
path of the self-represented. It is in this failure that something implicit and
troubling can be found.

INTRODUCTION

The access to justice problem has been the cause calabre of the
social justice movement in the United States for many years, with calls
for the legal community to support legal services programs and contrib-
ute pro bono hours. The stark reality is that while sixty-one million
people are potentially eligible to receive legal aid, most will find them-
selves unassisted when need arises.' Notably, however, the access tojus-
tice problem in this country reaches beyond the poorest and most
disadvantaged. The working class and middle class2 are ineligible for
legal services programs but often find themselves unable to afford stan-
dard attorney rates.3 Those with access to technology and some educa-
tion will frequently try to navigate transactional matters related to
disadvantaged small businesses, nonprofit organizations,4 intellectual

1. Sheldon Krantz, Aggressive Action-Not Tinkering-is Required to Resolve the Access to
justice Crisis, A.B.A. J. (Feb. 6, 2014, 3:00 PM), http://www.abajournal.com/legalrebels/
article/aggressive action-not tinkering-is required-access to-justice; see alsoJoe Ken-
nedy III, Access tojusticeforAll, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 2, 2016), http://www.nytimes.com/2016/
03/03/opinion/access-to-justice-for-all.html ("In 2014, Americans spent more than $350
million on Halloween costumes for their pets, according to the National Retail Federa-
tion, but only $335 million for Legal Services Corporation basic field grants, the largest
source of federal funding for civil legal aid. Today, federal funding for Legal Services
Corporation, adjusting for inflation, is 25 percent, or more than $100 million, lower than
it was in 1976, the year it was founded.").

2. There are no clearly delineated and generally accepted definitions of class in this
country. For purposes of this Article, the middle class is a broad category that consists of
most Americans. The working class falls at the lowest end of the middle class, with work-
ers who are frequently employed in blue-collar positions, paid hourly, with little control
over their working conditions, and little to no education beyond high school. Those in
the lower-middle class often have white-collarjobs and more education (perhaps a two- or
four-year degree), but lack the graduate degrees to earn higher incomes. Individuals in
the upper-middle class work at high-level white-collar jobs and frequently have postgradu-
ate degrees, with household incomes exceeding $100,000. See David Francis, WhereDo You
Fall in the American Economic Class System?, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP. (Sept. 13, 2012, 10:50
AM), http://money.usnews.com/money/personal-finance/articles/2012/09/13/where-
do-you-fall-in-the-american-economic-class-system.

3. See Tiffany Buxton, Note, Foreign Solutions to the U.S. Pro Se Phenomenon, 34 CASE
W. REs. J. INT'L L. 103, 105 (2002) ("The prohibitive cost of obtaining counsel remains
the primary reason for the increased number of litigants appearing pro se, a fact sup-
ported by the American Bar Association's report on non-lawyer activity in law-related
situations.").

4. See Richard J. Marks, The Pro Bono Effect: Transactional Lawyers Rising to the Chal-
lenge to Serve, WASH. LAW. (Sept. 2013), https://www.dcbar.org/bar-resources/publica-
tions/washington-lawyer/articles/septe mber-2013-pro-bono-effect.cfm ("Giving our time
to help a deserving nonprofit or small business always comes back two-fold. To this day,
one of my most rewarding cases was a pro bono matter in 2002 in Louisiana. For years,
activist organizations wanted to shut down the privately operated Tallulah Correctional
Center for Youth, regarded as one of the worstjuvenile prisons in the nation because of



property, and estate planning without the professional assistance of an
attorney.5

In 2014, fifty-one percent of adults in the United States lived in
middle-income households.6 To the estate-planning bar, a significant
portion of this population is effectively invisible-forced to either
ignore planning issues or wade through matters on their own.7 For the
latter, there are self-help, do-it-yourself options available: software pro-
grams, paralegals, and pre-printed forms from stationery stores. While
access to information through technology should allow basic legal
issues to be resolved in an efficient and predictable manner, the reality
is that the complexity of the system interferes. The business of dying is
extremely lucrative for estate-planning attorneys and probate practi-
tioners, and the legal process has been designed to accommodate the
represented.8 To that end, an overarching purpose of this Article is to

its countless civil rights violations, deplorable conditions, and rampant violence and
abuse. Voiding the agreement between the prison owners and the state was proving diffi-
cult. Since the facility was originally financed with bonds, as a bond attorney, I was asked
to review the agreement. I was able to draft a report used by Mitch Landrieu, then a state
representative, and community nonprofits to pressure the government to shut the prison
down. We were successful. The Tallulah juvenile facility was later converted into an adult
substance abuse treatment center. No one would have ever thought that bond lawyers
could help shut down a corrupt juvenile prison, but we did.").

5. Francis H. Thompson, Access to justice in Idaho, 29 FoRD-AM URB. L.J., 1313, 1316

(2002) (noting that thirty-one percent of pro se litigants in Idaho decide to represent
themselves after consulting an attorney).

6. PEw RES. CTR., AMERICA'S SHIUNKING MIDDLE CLASS: A CLOSE LOOK AT C-IANGES

WIT-IN METROPOLITAN AREAS (2016), available at, http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/201
6 /

05/11/americas-shrinking-middle-class-a-close-look-at-changes-within-metropolitan-areas.
7. For purposes of this Article, middle-class households will be defined in accor-

dance with 2014 standards: those middle-income households with an annual income of
$24,000 to $73,000 for one person and $42,000 to $126,000 for a family of three. See A
Portrait ofAmerica's Middle Class, By The Numbers, NPR (Jul. 7,2016, 11:35 AM), http://www
.npr.org///07/484941939/-of-americas-middle-class-by-the-numbers [hereinafter, A Por-
trait of America's Middle Class].

8. The Author does not mean to suggest that creative approaches are not being
implemented to assist the self-represented litigant. Many court systems have adopted
standardized forms with corresponding self-help resources placed on the court website.
See, e.g., Jessica Dixon Weaver, Overstepping Ethical Boundaries? Limitations on State Efforts to

Provide Access to justice in Family Courts, 82 FORDI-iAM L. REV. 2705, 2716-17 (2014)

("Twenty-three states have standardized forms available for pro se litigants to use but are
not clearly approved by the state's supreme court. Approximately seventeen states have
supreme court-approved pro se divorce forms."). Some states are also tinkering with
models of limited representation, which would allow an attorney to provide guidance to a
pro se client on a limited basis, for a reduced fee. See Halley Acklie Ostergard, Unmasking
the Ghost: Rectifying Ghostwriting and Limited-Scope Representation with the Ethical and Procedu-

ral Rules, 92 NEB. L. REv. 655, 666 (2014) (noting that forty-one states allow for some form
of limited-scope representation). "In limited-scope representation, however, a lawyer's
representation of a client is confined to discrete legal tasks-such as legal research, fact
gathering, negotiating, document drafting, or court representation . . ." Id. at 657. See
also Krantz, supra note 1. Maryland and Washington, D.C., are reviewing proposed
changes to their ethical rules to allow for broader use of limited representation. Id. Colo-
rado has adopted rules and commentary that allow for limited representation of a pro se
client and require the lawyer to explain the risks and benefits of such representation to
the client. Id. The attorney's name will appear on a pro se court filing without constitut-
ing an entry of appearance. Id. Illinois allows lawyers to assist pro se litigants, and lawyers

2018] E VER YBOD Y DIES 223
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explore the idea of revising probate statutes to protect the self-repre-
sented from an obvious pitfall, especially when and where it is clear that
the underrepresented and unrepresented are going to blindly fall into
the pit.9 This discussion is framed within the context of an obvious flaw
that presently exists in states that allow holographic wills: protection of
the layperson from simultaneous or closely proximate death scenarios.

The question of survivorship arises in circumstances of simultane-
ous or closely proximate deaths when the devolution of property is
altered by a determination of whether one decedent survived
another-it is essentially a question that arises when order of death is
unclear. Inheritance law has been troubled with questions of simulta-
neous death for centuries. Roman law adopted an arbitrary rule that
established presumptions of fact tied to gender and age.10 Applying
similar principles, the 1572 Parliament of Paris determined that parents
would be slain prior to their children in the Massacre of St. Bartholo-
mew, because the slayers would regard the parents as the more urgent
threat.I' Conversely, the English common law adopted the well-estab-
lished rule: "He who affirms must prove."12

There are times in which the taker of a vast amount of wealth will
turn solely upon an order of death determination-with the result that
a beneficiary finds himself next in line to take the decedent's estate, or
alternatively, that the beneficiary is treated as predeceasing the dece-
dent and bypassed entirely. At common law in the United States, there
was no presumption of survivorship in simultaneous death cases1 3 and
order of death was a question of fact-to be determined upon
accepting evidence "from lay witnesses and medical professionals to
establish [the order of] survivorship."'4 The sufficiency of the evidence
needed to establish survivorship was not uniform.15 In an effort to

may choose to appear depending on the scope of the agreement between the lawyer and
the pro se litigant. David W. Clark, The New Rules of Limited Scope Representation, 26 DCBA
BRIEF 18, 19 (2014).

9. Unrepresented, of course, refers to those who receive no legal counsel. Under-
represented refers to those who have received some legal counsel, but it is counsel that is
insufficient or inadequate for their needs.

10. Francis Chapman, The Presumption of Survivorship, 62 U. PA. L. REV. 585, 586
(1914) ("By the Roman law if a father and son perished in the same shipwreck or battle
and the son was under the age of puberty it was presumed that he died first but if above
that age, that he was the survivor, upon the principle that, in the former case, the elder is
generally the more robust, and in the latter the younger.").

11. Id. at 587.
12. Id. at 589; see also id. at 590 ("[I]f satisfactory evidence of survivance cannot be

obtained, neither or no one of the parties is held to have outlived the others.").
13. Victoria J. Haneman & Jennifer M. Booth, 120 Hours Until the Consistent Treat-

ment of Simultaneous Death Under the California Probate Code, 34 VILL L. REV. 449, 453 (2010)
("At common law, in simultaneous death scenarios, heirs were expected to prove survivor-
ship by whatever means available. When it was not possible to establish order of death,
decedents were treated as having died at the same moment in time, and property was
distributed accordingly ... [t]o bring efficiency to this area of the law, several state legisla-
tures attempted to resolve order of death through the use of arbitrary presumptions.").

14. Duane A. Clary & Kevin R. Anderson, Anticipating the Possibility of Simultaneous
Deaths in Light of Uniform Acts Presumptions, 14 EsT. Pt.x'. 280, 280 (1987).

15. Id.



bring efficiency to a disordered area of the law, the 120-hour rule was
incorporated into the Uniform Probate Code in 1993-requiring that
an heir apparent survive the decedent by 120 hours to inherit.16 The
120-hour rule creates an objective, easily-managed, sometimes arbitrary
standard that serves only as a statutory default. A testator may contract
out of the 120-hour standard and into a different standard (or no stan-
dard, if so desired) through contrary express language in a will. 17

Complexity arises out of the fact that twenty-six states recognize the
validity of holographic wills, which are wholly or partially handwritten
wills commonly utilized by the self-represented testator.1 8 While the
will of a competently represented testator contains survivorship lan-
guage as a matter of course, the holographic will of the self-represented
layperson is unlikely to include the legalese of survivorship language.'9

It is not intuitive for the underrepresented or unrepresented layperson
to contemplate issues of simultaneous death as he or she handwrites
testamentary wishes on a piece of paper. Only ten of the twenty-six
states authorizing holographic instruments have adopted language that
protects the instruments with a default 120-hour rule in the absence of
contrary language.20 The remaining sixteen states have chosen to
implement incomplete language that does not apply the 120-hour rule
to holographic instruments, or alternatively, to reject adoption of the
120-hour rule altogether.2 1 The consequence is an incomplete statu-
tory schema: twenty-six states have authorized holographic wills as a
convenience for those unable to retain counsel,2 2 but sixteen of these
states have failed to make simple, nonconsequential adjustments to the
probate codes that would ease the path of the self-represented. It is in
this failure that something implicit and troubling can be found.

16. UNIF. SIMULTANEOUS DEATH Aar § 3 (amended 1993) (UNIF. L. CoMm'N 1993);
UNIw. PROBATE CODE §§ 2-104, 2-702 (amended 2010) (UNIF. L. COMM'N 1993).

17. Edward C. Halbach, Jr. & Lawrence W. Waggoner, The UPC's New Survivorship
and Antilapse Provisions, 55 ALB. L. REV. 1091, 1094 (1992) ("[S]ection 2-702, which
applies to wills and other dispositive documents .. . is a rule of construction, or default

rule, that yields to a contrary intention."). It is often assumed that a decedent who dies

testate will have an estate plan that incorporates survivorship language, thereby rendering

the 120-hour standard irrelevant.

18. See Appendix II for a complete list of those states that recognize holographic

instruments, as compared with those states that do not.

19. It likely gives rise to malpractice if an attorney fails to include survivorship lan-

guage in a formally drafted instrument and/or the survivorship language fails due to

ambiguity. See Gerry W. Beyer, Avoiding the Estate Planning "Blue Screen of Death'-Common

Non-Tax Errors and How to Prevent Them, 1 EsT. PLAN. & COMMUNITY PROP. L.J. 61, 84

(2008).
20. See Appendix I. These ten states include Alaska, Arkansas, Colorado, Kentucky,

Michigan, New Jersey, North Carolina, North Dakota, Utah, and Virginia.

21. See Appendix I. These sixteen states include Arizona, California, Idaho, Mon-

tana, South Dakota, Texas, Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, Nebraska, Nevada, Oklahoma,

Pennsylvania, Tennessee, West Virginia and Wyoming.

22. Robert P. Kirk, Jr., Comment, The New Holographic Will in California: Has it Out-

lived its Usefulness?, 20 CAL. W.L. REv. 258, 272 (1984) ("The major benefit of holographic

wills is that they provide a covenient [sic] and inexpensive way by which a layman may

dispose of his property.").
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Section I provides a brief overview of the concept of simultaneous
death. This section also explains that in the case of proximate deaths,
the 120-hour rule offers an arbitrary default time frame by which to
make simultaneous death determinations. The access to justice issues
that impact the rising tide of underrepresented and unrepresented is
detailed in Section II. Although roughly one-half of states recognize
holographic wills as testamentary instruments, as is explained in Section
III, those states that have failed to adopt a default 120-hour rule leave
the unrepresented and underrepresented using these holograph instru-
ments exposed in the cases of simultaneous or proximate death. In
effect, these states have turned a blind eye to the practical use of these
instruments by the underrepresented and unrepresented. Within the
framework of this simultaneous death issue, Section IV explores both a
narrow solution and a broader prescription.

I. THE ISSUE OF SIMULTANEOUS DEATH AND THE

MODERN LAw OF PRESUMPTIONS

Cases in which death is truly simultaneous-meaning that a dece-
dent and his beneficiary perish at precisely the same moment in time-
are extremely rare.23 It is far more likely that a decedent and his bene-
ficiary have not died at precisely the same moment in time, but the
deaths are nonetheless characterized as simultaneous because the
sequence of death is difficult or impossible to determine.2 4 In these
cases of the simultaneous or closely proximate death of a decedent and
his beneficiary,25 when there is no clear evidence of who perished first,
determination of order of death may create uncertainty with regard to
asset distribution, delay probate administration, substantially increase
probate expenses, and ultimately lead to the inefficiency of double pro-
bate. 2 6 Section I of this Article will provide an overview of the issue of
simultaneous death as it exists in the law of wills, trusts, and estates.
The section will continue with a discussion of the arbitrary but easy-to-
administer presumption embodied in the 120-hour rule.

23. STUART L. DOLLAR, SUN LIFE ASSURANCE CO. OF CAN., ADVISOR NOTES: "COMMON
DISASTER" CONFUSION 1,. (2014), available at https://www.sunnet.sunlife.com/files/advi-
sor/english/PDF/advisor noteslegalCommon-disaster confusion.pdf (mentioning an
explosion or house collapse as two circumstances in which this may occur).

24. Id. (offering a house fire or marine disaster as two possible examples).
25. For ease of discussion for the remainder of the Article, the term "simultaneous

death" is meant to refer to those deaths that are either simultaneous or closely proximate.
26. LINDA D. KIRBY, TI-IE EXECUTOR'S GUIDE, How To ADMINISTER AN ESTATE UNDER

A WIU. 129 (2004) ("Survival clauses help avoid the expense of double probates and
double taxes. When a person who has been given a gift in a Will dies soon after the
person who gave the gift, the gift must be administered in the estate of both the giver and
the recipient. This process is, in essence, a double probate. In addition, it is possible that
the same asset will be taxed in the estates of both the giver and the recipient. Some Wills
have language that alleviates this problem to some extent with a survival clause that
requires a devisee or legatee to live at least a certain number of days or months after the
Decedent dies in order to receive the gift. If the named devisee or legatee fails to survive
for that period of time, the Will provides for a successor. These clauses are used to avoid
unnecessary taxes and administration costs. Some states have statutory provisions to alle-
viate this problem as well.").



A. Overview of Simultaneous Death

With the rise of engineering and technological disasters, accidents,
and failures in the twenty-first century, simultaneous death cases are not

uncommon.2 7 Simultaneous or closely proximate death scenarios com-
monly arise in circumstances involving rapid mass transportation,28 nat-

ural disasters, and multiple homicides.2 9 The following paradigm is not

uncommon: a newly married couple is in a tragic accident in which wife

survives husband by mere moments, neither with a valid will in effect. A
determination of order of death ultimately determines whether the dev-

olution and distribution of assets will flow from the decedent (hus-
band) to his heir apparent (wife, who is also now deceased), and
ultimately to the beneficiaries of the heir apparent (wife's relatives)-
or, alternatively, if inheritance will flow from the decedent (husband)
directly to his heirs (husband's relatives), bypassing the heir apparent

(wife) entirely.30 It is reasonable to assume that the preference of the

average decedent would be for his assets to pass to his heirs rather than
the heirs of his heir apparent.

While determination of order of death has historically been a ques-

tion of fact,3 1 beginning in the late nineteenth century in the United

27. See Vasudevan Srinivasan, Gary Halada & Jim Quinn, Engineering Disasters and
Learning from Failure, LEARNING FROM ENGINEERING DIsASTERS (Dec. 28, 2012), http://www

.matscieng.sunysb.edu/disaster/ (explaining the primary causes of engineering disasters

include human factors (such as "ethical" failures and accidents, design flaws, materials

failures, and extreme conditions or environments)).

28. By way of example, John Kennedy, Jr., and his wife Carolyn died suddenly and

simultaneously in a plane crash in 1999. Ken Screven, A remembrance of another Kennedy,

TIMESUNION (Nov. 21, 2013, 4:07 PM), http://blog.timesu nion.com/kenscreven/a-

remembrance-of-another-kennedy/134/. A prominent Tucson couple, Donald Baker

and his wife Dawn Hunter, were killed in 2016 when their plane burst into flames over

Utah en route to Arizona. Wills Robinson, Millionaire real estate mogul, 59, and his jewelry

designer Wife, 55, are killed after private jet he was flying bursts into flames over Utah, DAILYMAIL

(Jan. 19, 2016, 1:51 PM), http://www.dailymail.co.uk//article-3406011/Tragedy-promi-
nent-commercial-real-estate-company-owner-jewelry-designer-wife-identified-victims-plane-
crash-rural-Utah.html. In 2011, the Buckalew family of Charlottesville, Virginia, died

when the family plane stalled and crashed into a NewJersey highway, killing the family of

four, their pet dog, and a family friend. Colleen Curry, New jersey Plane Crash: Should

Families Travel Separately?, ABC NEWS (Dec. 23, 2011), http://abcnews.go.com/US/nj-

plane-crash-killed-family-sum-travel-fears/story?id=15215761.
29. The death of professional wrestler Chris Benoit highlights this problem. It is

believed that he first killed his wife, then their son and himself. Lisa Shidler, Simultaneous

deaths can prove tricky in inheritance cases, INVESTMENTNEWS (Apr. 28, 2008, 12:01 AM),

http://www.investmentnews.com/article/20080428/REG//simuIltaneous-deaths-can-
prove-tricky-in-inheritance-eases. If this order of death is correct, his $1.5 to $3 million

estate will pass to Mr. Benoit's two surviving children. Id. Instead, if the son was killed

first and then his wife, some of Mr. Benoit's estate will pass to his mother-in-law. Id.

30. See generally David Polin, Proof of Survivorship of Common Disaster, 56 Am. JUR.

PROOF FAcrs 3d 255 (2008).
31. Thomas P. Gallanis, Death by Disaster: Anglo-American Presumptions, 1766-2006, 11-

03 U. IOWA LEGAL STUD. RES. PAPER 189, 189-90 (Feb. 2011), https://poseidon0l.ssrn

.com/.php ("The position of the English courts of common law and Chancery in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was that the question should not be decided by the

use of a presumption. Instead, the question was an issue of fact to be resolved in each

instance."). The direction of English law changed in the 1920s when courts began to

presume that a younger person survived one who was elder.

2272018] EVERYBODY DIES
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States, courts began to apply presumptions to answer questions involv-
ing order of death.32 In 1940, the Uniform Simultaneous Death Act
("USDA") provided in relevant part that, "[w]here the title to property
or the devolution thereof depends upon priority of death and there is
no sufficient evidence that the persons have died otherwise than simul-
taneously, the property of each person shall be disposed of as if he had
survived .. . ." 3 Between 1940 and 1987, forty-nine states and the Dis-
trict of Columbia adopted this verbatim language, or language that is
substantially similar.3 4 The language remains in effect in twenty-eight
states.35

B. The 120-hour Survival Rule

What prompted the departure from the 1940-version of the USDA
rule for the remaining states? While legal determinations of death have
traditionally relied upon the outmoded standard of brain death, with
advancements in medical science (and specifically, the ability to artifi-
cially maintain necessary bodily functions), determinations of whether
and when a person has died is not always a simple matter and is some-
times speculative.36 This issue was illustrated in a heart-rending case
that received national media attention,37 prompting the Uniform Law
Commission to adopt a revised version of the Uniform Simultaneous
Death Act in 1993 that created an arbitrary minimum requirement for
survivorship of 120 hours for both wills and intestacy.3 8 The effect of
the rule is simply that an individual is treated as predeceasing the dece-
dent if it cannot be shown that the individual survived the decedent by
120 hours.39 This time requirement facilitates the probable intent of
the decedent that property pass to his heirs, rather than the heirs of his
heir apparent. It is also very likely that double probate will be avoided.

32. Id. at 195.
33. UNIr. SIMULTANEOUs DEATH ACT, § 1 (amended 1953), 8 pt. 1 U.L.A. 164

(1940). Although portions of the Act were amended in 1953, Section 1 was not.
34. UNIt. L. COMM'N, LEGISLATIvE FACT SI-LEET-SIMULTANEOUs DEATH ACT (2018),

available at http://www.uniformlaws.org/.aspx?title=%2ODeath%2OAct (last visited June
20, 2017) [hereinafter LEGISLATIVE FAcr SHEET-SIMULTANEOUs DverH Acr].

35. See Appendix II, which provides a complete list of simultaneous death statutes
broken down by state.

36. Christian Compton, Telling the Time of Human Death by Statute: An Essential and
Progressive Trend, 31 WASH. & LEE L. REv. 521, 521-22 (1974).

37. SeeJanus v. Tarasewicz, 482 N.E.2d 418, 418 (Ill. App. Ct. 1985). A newly mar-
ried couple, Stanley and Theresa, returned from their honeymoon to find that Stanley's
brother died from then-undetermined causes. Id. at 419. While the family gathered at
the decedent's house to mourn his passing, both Stanley and Theresa unknowingly
ingested the same Tylenol-laced with cyanide-that had killed Stanley's brother. Id. An
insurance policy on Stanley's life named Theresa (his wife) as the primary beneficiary,
and his mother as the contingent beneficiary. Devolution of proceeds from an insurance
policy turned on determination of order of death. Id. The court relied upon expert
testimony and found that Theresa survived Stanley. Consequently, the proceeds of the
policy were paid to her estate and then to her family-in disregard of Stanley's obvious
intent that his family receive the proceeds if his wife predecease him. Id. at 424.

38. LEGISLATIVE FAc-r SlIEET-SIMULTANEOUs DEATI-I Acr, supra note 34.
39. UNIv. L. COMM'N, SIMus.rANEOUs DEATH Acr SUMMARY (2017), available at

http://www.uniformlaws.org/.aspx?=%20Death%2OAct (last updated 2017).



The Uniform Probate Code extends the 120-hour rule to those who die
testate or intestate, though a testator may contract out of the default

statutory standard through contrary express language in a will. 40

The 120-hour rule set forth in the USDA is a transparent and easily

understood standard by which to determine order of death in cases of

closely proximate or simultaneous death.4 ' It is a standard that has
been widely adopted in the United States to apply as a default rule,4 2 in

those instances in which a decedent has not set forth a contrary inten-
tion.4 3 The 120-hour rule offers an efficient, easily administrable solu-

tion to the difficulties presented where two people die within seconds,
minutes, or hours of one another: it lends certainty of outcome thereby
decreasing litigation,44 protecting the intent of the average testator,4 5

and preventing double administration of estates.4 6

II. RECOGNIZING THE RISING TIDE OF SELF-REPRESENTED

Everybody dies.4 7 The state has an interest in ensuring that the
transmission of one's property at death is a process that has integrity
and can be relied upon-for the wealthy who are represented, for those

who are unrepresented and die intestate, and for those individuals who
research and study to engage in some level of self-representation. Sec-
tion II considers the rising tide of self-represented litigants to situate

the importance of the specific issues raised in this Article.

40. Halbach & Waggoner, supra note 17, at 1094 ("[S]ection 2-702, which applies to
wills and other dispositive documents ... is a rule of construction, or default rule, that
yields to a contrary intention."). It is often assumed that a decedent who dies testate will

have an estate plan that incorporates survivorship language, thereby rendering the 120-

hour standard irrelevant.

41. Id. at 1096-97.
42. See Appendix II. The Author has indicated in this Appendix whether or not a

state has some version of 120-hour rule in its statute. It is worth noting, however, that not

all states with this designation have adopted the USDA version (or equivalent language).

Some states have adopted a 120-hour rule that applies in limited circumstances. In such

states, the limited circumstances are unlikely to include holographic instruments.

43. Recommendation Relating to Simultaneous Deaths, 17 CAL. L. REVISION COMMISSION

REP. 443, 448 (1984).

44. Id. ("The 120-hour survival period would avoid litigation over survival for short

periods of time.").

45. Id. ("Most people who consider the question would want the taker to be some-

one who is likely to survive for more than a few minutes, hours, or even days. They would

not want property to pass to one side of the family solely due to an instant of survival.").

46. Failure to include survivorship language may result in double administration of

an estate, with property passing through two probate administrations before reaching the

ultimate beneficiary. Nancy G. Henderson, Drafting Dispositive Provisions in Wills (Part 2),

PRAc. LAw. 1, 15, 30 (1997).
47. Kj Dell'Antonia, Everybody Dies, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 22, 2013 10:39 AM), https://

parenting.blogs. .com//01/22/everybody-dies/ ("We are all, indeed, going to die. We
rarely want to talk about it at breakfast, though, but maybe breakfast is the exact right

time to talk about death, rather than in some after-school special kind of moment, per-

haps accompanied by a specially selected picture book. We are all going to die and no

one likes it but that's the way it is, so savor those eggs.").
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The past decade has seen a dramatic increase in the number of
self-represented litigants.4 8 In 1999, a Florida Supreme Court justice
noted that half of the cases filed in Florida family court involved
entirely pro se litigants, with eighty percent of the cases involving at
least one pro se litigant.4 9 An estimated eighty percent of poor and
middle-income individuals have legal needs that are simply not met.5 0

Death and divorce affects so many people, without regard to
socioeconomics, that litigants may have no option but to appear unrep-
resented in probate or family court. There are simply not enough
resources to fund legal services providers and assistance programs to
provide the meaningful access to justice that low- and middle-income
individuals need.5 '

While some believe that the best way in which to assist the unrepre-
sented is to direct them to pro bono representation, there seems to be
increasing awareness that there will never be enough pro bono legal
representation to assist those in need that are eligible.5 2 This has
resulted in a dramatic shift in thinking with regard to how best assist
those who are unrepresented-a shift that can be seen in both the judi-
cial and the legal community.5 3

While many courts have historically maintained a strict "no legal
advice" policy with regard to the unrepresented, this approach has
gradually relaxed.54 Local and state jurisdictions have developed inno-
vative programs to prevent the self-represented from bogging down the
system.55 Some jurisdictions are now providing the self-represented
with simplified forms and clear instructions.5 6 Some jurisdictions are
setting up community outreach and assistance programs, offering self-

48. Ronald W. Staudt & Paula L. Hannaford, Access toJustice for the Self Represented
Litigant: An Interdisciplinary Invetigation by Designers and Lawyers, 52 SYRAcusE L. REV. 1017,
1018 (2002).

49. Id.
50. John T. Nockleby, Introduction: Access to justice: It's Not for Everyone, 42 Loy. L.A.

L. REv. 859, 860 (2009).
51. Id.
52. Paula L. Hannaford-Agor, Helping the Pro Se Litigant: A Changing Landscape, 39

CT. REV. 8, 9 (2003).
53. Id.
54. Id. ("A Colorado magistrate, however, has found a way to provide self- repre-

sented litigants with information that can later be used to assess the likelihood of collect-
ing on ajudgment and the options for doing so. At the end of the hearing, he provides
the litigants with his written judgment and advises the judgment-debtor of any procedural
remedies to challenge the judgment . . .. Some judges and lawyers, upon hearing of this
practice, question the propriety of having a magistrate provide assistance to the judg-
ment-creditor in collecting on the debt. But the judges in that court agreed with the
magistrate's explanation that the practice does not violate judicial ethics of neutrality
because, as soon as he renders the final judgment, he is no longer neutral with respect to
the parties-he has just ruled that one party wins and the other party loses.").

55. Cynthia Gray, Reaching Out or Overreaching: judicial Ethics and Self-Represented Liti-
gants, 27 J. NAr'tL Ass'N ADMIN. L. JunicIARY 97, 98 (2007).

56. Hannaford-Agor, supra note 52, at 8.



help websites, videos, PowerPoint presentations, or social media
initiatives.57

A dramatic shift in thinking can also be seen in the legal commu-
nity. While there has long been an insistence upon full-service repre-
sentation, many pro bono programs are now moving towards providing
limited or unbundled legal services.5 8 The unbundling of legal services
refers to slightly different (and sometimes overlapping) ways in which
to represent a client on a limited basis, with some being far more con-
troversial than others. It may, for example, refer to an At la carte
approach to representation wherein the attorney provides legal assis-
tance for a fixed fee to handle one defined, discrete task.59 For exam-
ple, the attorney may be paid to meet with a pro se litigant to explain
rules of court procedure to help the litigant navigate the system on his
own. Unbundled legal services may also refer to an attorney ghost-
writing documents for the client to use in a case.6 0 Unlike full-service
representation, a document prepared by the ghostwriting attorney
would not be signed by the attorney-and neither the court nor the
opposing attorney would necessarily know that the pro se client did not
draft the document himself.61 The unbundling of legal services may
also refer to an attorney making a limited appearance on behalf of a
client. Historically,, rules have required the entry of a general appear-
ance when an attorney appears on behalf of a client in a case, which
commits the attorney to continue representation to the end of the case
unless he or she formally withdraws (which may or may not always be
possible). Rules allowing for limited appearances would allow an attor-
ney to appear on behalf of a pro se client for one limited event-such
as one deposition or court hearing.6 2

There is no question that access to legal information and simplifi-
cation of court procedure will enable those who are underrepresented

57. Gray, supra note 55, at 98; see also Katherine Bladow & Joyce Raby, Using Social

Media to Support Self-Represented Litigants and Increase Access to justice, FUTURE TRENDS IN ST.

CT. 1, 35 (2011).
58. Tx. ACCESS TO JUST. COMM'N, PRO SE LITIGANTS, available at http://www.texasatj

.org/pro-se-litigants (last visited Mar. 19, 2017) ("Assisted Pro Se is the practice of helping

self-represented litigants help themselves with limited assistance from lawyers."). Unbun-

dled legal services include attorneys "assisting clients in writing and filing pleadings or

motions but not representing them in a hearing." Norah Rexer, A Professional Responsibil-

ity: The Role of Lawyers in Closing the justice Gap, 22 GEO. J. PovERty L. & POL'Y 585, 589

(2015).
59. Stephanie L. Kimbro, Law a la Carte: The Case for Unbundling Legal Services, 29

GPSoLo, no. 5, 2012, at 30, 32, available at http://www.americanbar.org/publications/gp

solo/2012/septemberoctober/_aacarte unbundling .html.

60. Id.
61. Id.
62. Thomas Valkenet, Maryland's Court of Appeals approves limited appearances in civil

cases, LINKEDIN (Apr. 4, 2015), https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/marylands-court-ap
peals-approves-limited-appearances-civil-valkenet. According to the American Bar Associ-

ation, the Rules of Professional Conduct of each state allows limited-scope appearances to

varying degrees. A.B.A. CPR PoLIcY IMPLEMENTATION COMMITTEE, VARIATIONS OF THE

MODEL RULES oF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT (2017), available at https://www.americanbar

.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/_responsibility/_1_2.authcheckdam.pdf.
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or unrepresented to navigate the system far more competently.6 3 Less
traditional approaches are grounded in the sobering reality that the
efforts to increase the supply of affordable legal services are far out-
paced by the growing need. With the rise of the Internet and the transi-
tion to online legal research, information is more readily available to
the layperson, and it is reasonable to transition basic necessary legal
services to be more amenable to the self-represented.64 The issue of
simultaneous death in states that permit holographic instruments,
explored in further depth in Section III, frames discussion of an addi-
tional important consideration in the pursuit of increased access tojus-
tice: cleaning up illogical "holes" within the system that will serve as
traps for the unwary. When a statute presents an unnecessary stum-
bling block for someone without legal training and nothing will be
meaningfully impacted by changing the statute to resolve or clarify that
obstacle, the very real and burgeoning access to justice dilemma calls
upon the legislature to make that change.

III. THE INTERSECTION OF HOLOGRAPHIC WILL AND
SIMULTANEOUS DEATH STATUTES

A holographic will is handwritten and signed by the testator.
These instruments never received recognition at common law and are
purely creatures of statute.65 Section III will explore the concept of the
holographic will, providing an overview of state-by-state treatment of
this statute-defined instrument. Allowing the underrepresented and
unrepresented to use holographic instruments without contemplation
of the instrument's interplay with other statutory provisions in the state
probate code is problematic. Part B illustrates the possible conse-
quences that flow from the use of holographic wills in those states that
do not afford the testator with the protection of a default 120-hour rule.

A. An Overview of Holographic Wills in the United States

Holographic wills are testamentary instruments largely or entirely
in the handwriting of the decedent.66 Roughly one-half of the states in

63. While legal advice may not always be accessible for the unrepresented, legal
information should be. An easy way in which to distinguish the two is the following
tongue-in-cheek explanation offered by lawyer, author, and consultant Richard Zorza: "If
you ask a question of two lawyers, and get two different answers, and neither lawyer is
committing malpractice, that is legal advice. But if there is only one right answer, that is
legal information." Hannaford-Agor, supra note 52, at 8.

64. Adults born after 1965 in the United States have had access to information on
the Internet for most of their adult lives. Younger adults, including Gen Xers, Gen Yers,
and Millennials, may fairly be characterized as "digital natives"-meaning they have never
lived without ready access to information through the Internet. Ellie Margolis, Authority
Without Borders: The World Wide Web and the Delegalization of Law, 41 SETON HALtL L. REV.
909, 910 (2011).

65. Kevin R. Natale, A Survey, Analysis, and Evaluation of Holographic Will Statutes,
HOFSTRA L. REv., 159, 161 (1988).

66. 79 AM. JUR. 2n Wills § 598 (2017).



the U.S. generally recognize the validity of holographic wills. 67 Two
additional states, Maryland and New York, recognize holographic wills
only if drafted by an active member of the U.S. Armed Forces or
Merchant Marines-valid for only a limited time after the completion
of active duty services.6 8 Four states (Connecticut, Hawaii, South Caro-
lina, and Washington) either expressly allow or have language that
seems to impliedly allow for the probate of a holographic will under
their foreign wills provision, meaning a holographic will that was
drafted in a state that recognizes the validity of holographic wills.69

State legislatures have generally authorized holographic wills as a
convenience to testators, enabling the unrepresented or under-
represented to draft a will in their own handwriting without retaining
counsel.70 This is further reflected in the commentary of Section 2-503
of the Uniform Probate Code, which acknowledges that the
holographic will provision enables " . . . a testator to write his own will

in his own handwriting . . . [flor persons unable to obtain legal assis-

tance, the holographic will may be adequate."71 States that permit
holographic wills implicitly acknowledge by statute that there is an
access to justice issue precluding some decedents from retaining coun-
sel to meet their estate planning needs, and most importantly, that

67. See Appendix II for a complete list of states that do, and do not, recognize

holographic instruments. Those states that do authorize holographic wills do so with

varying requirements. The list (and authorizing statute) includes Alaska (ALAsKA STAT.

§ 13.12.502(b) (1996)), Arizona (Amz. REV. STAT. ANN. § 14-2503 (1995)), Arkansas (ARK.
CODE ANN. § 28-25-104 (West 1996)), Colorado (CoLo. REV. STAT. ANN. § 15-11-502 (West
2010)), Hawaii (HAw. REV. STAT. § 560:2-502 (1996)), Idaho (IDAHO CODE ANN. § 15-2-
503 (West 1971)), Kentucky (Ky. REv. STAT. ANN. § 394.040 (West 1978)), Louisiana (LA.

Civ. CODE ANN. art. 1575 (1999)), Maine (ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 18-A, § 2-503 (1981)),

Maryland (MD. CODE ANN., EST. & TRUSTS § 4-103 (West 1974)), Massachusetts (MASS.

GEN. LAws ANN. ch. 190B § 2-502 (West 2012), Michigan (Mict-. Comp. LAws ANN.

§ 700.2502 (West 2000)), Mississippi (Miss. CODE ANN. § 91-5-1 (West 1973)), Montana

(MONT. CODE ANN. § 72-2-522 (1993)), Nebraska (NEB. REv. STAT. ANN. § 30-2328 (West

1980)), Nevada (NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 133.090 (West 1999)), New Jersey (N.J. STAT.

ANN. § 3B:3-2 (West 2005)), New York, with some limitations, (N.Y. EST. POWERS & TRUSTS

LAW § 3-2.2 (McKinney 1967)), North Carolina, which requires the holographic will to be

found among the testator's valuables and effects, (N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 31-3.4 (West

2012)), North Dakota (N.D. CENT. CODE § 30.1-08-02 (2009)), Oklahoma (OKLA. STAT.
ANN. tit. 84, § 54 (West 1910)), South Dakota (S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 29A-2-502 (1995)),
Tennessee (TENN. CODE ANN. § 32-1-105 (West 1941)), Texas (TEx. EST. CODE ANN.

§ 251.107 (West 2014)), Utah (UTAH CODE ANN. § 75-2-502 (West 1998)), Virginia (VA.

CODE ANN. § 64.2-403 (West 2012)), West Virginia (W. VA. CODE ANN. § 41-1-3 (West

1882)), and Wyoming (WYo. STAT. ANN. § 2-6-113 (West 1980)).

68. See Mn. CODE ANN., EsT. & TRUSTS § 4-103 (West 1974). In Maryland, a

holographic will is valid for only one year after discharge from the armed services. Id. See

aso N.Y EST. POWERS & TRUSTS LAw § 3-2.2 (McKinney 1967). In New York, a holographic

will is valid for one year after discharge from the armed services, and for three years if

made by a mariner at sea. Id.

69. Connecticut (CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 45a-251 (West 1980)), Hawaii (HAw.

REV. STAT. ANN. § 560:2-506 (West 1996)), South Carolina (S.C. CODE ANN. § 62-3-408

(2014)), and Washington (WASI-1. REV. CODE ANN. § 11.12.020 (West 1990)).

70. Kirk, supra note 22 ("The major benefit of holographic wills is that they provide

a covenient [sic] and inexpensive way by which a layman may dispose of his property.").

71. UNIF. PROBATE CODE § 2-503 (last amended 2010) (UNIF. L. COMM'N 2010).
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there is a desire to effectuate testacy over intestacy as a matter of
policy.7 2

Holographic will requirements vary from state to state. Some juris-
dictions require that the holographic instrument be dated, 7  and that
the date be written in the handwriting of the testator,7 4 while other
jurisdictions do not require that the instrument be dated at all.75

One jurisdiction also requires that the holographic will be found
among the decedent's possessions.7 6 Despite all of these varying
requirements, there are two constants in the states that recognize the
validity of holographs:.no attestation requirement77 and the testator's
signature.7 8 To establish a prima facie case seeking to admit a
holographic will to probate, the proponent of the will need only estab-
lish that the instrument has been written in the testator's handwriting
and that it has been signed by the testator.79 If the will is signed at the
foot, or the end of the document, intent to draft a will is presumed.8 0 If
signed elsewhere, intent must be established.8 '

72. Kurtis A. Kemper, Cause of Action to Probate Holographic Will, 22 CAUSES OF
AcTiON 55 (1990).

73. See LA. Civ. CODE ANN. art. 1575 (2001); NEV. REV. STAr. ANN. § 133.090 (West
1999); but the Nevada Supreme Court does not enforce this provision to invalidate the
holograph; California states that a dated holograph will presumptively be probated over
an undated one. CAL. PROB. CODE § 6111 (West 1990).

74. 79 Am. JUR. 2D Willk § 618 (2017) ("Under statutes that require a holographic
will to be entirely written, dated, and signed by the hand of the testator, a date that is
partly printed is not sufficient, at least if the printed portion is an essential part of the
date.").

75. MONT. CODE ANN. § 72-2-114 (2017).
76. N.C. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 31-3.4 (West 2012). This requirement only exists in

North Carolina. A holographic will must be found after the testator's death among his
valuable papers or effects, in a safe-deposit box, or some other place that she or he
regarded as a place of safekeeping. See, e.g., In re Groce's Will, 145 S.E. 689, 690 (1928).

77. Richard Lewis Brown, The Holograph Problem-The Case Against Holographic Will,
74 TENN. L. REv. 93, 93 (2006). One reason offered for exempting holographic wills from
witnessing requirements is that the instrument is written largely or entirely in the hand-
writing of the testator, which affords protection against forgery. M. L. Schellinger, Anno-
tation, Place of Signature of Holographic Wills, 19 A.L.R. 2) 926 (1951). While it may not be
difficult to forge a signature, it is believed to be relatively difficult to forge an entire
document. See id.

78. See Natale, supra note 65, atl61-62.

79. See Kemper, supra note 72.
80. Schellinger, supra note 77.
81. Id. at § 2 ("In the case of a holographic instrument, the rule in some jurisdic-

tions is that the intent of the testator to complete and authenticate the instrument is to be
determined from the face of the instrument itself, and extrinsic evidence is not admissi-
ble on the issue whether the testator's name appearing in the body of the instrument was
intended as a signature. Other jurisdictions permit extrinsic evidence in this situation, so
that the acts and declarations of the maker of a holograph document, both preceding
and subsequent to the execution of the instrument, as well as the surrounding circum-
stances by which he might have been influenced, are admissible for the purpose of deter-
mining whether he intended his name appearing in the body of the instrument to be his
signature, authenticating and completing the document.").



B. The Practical Effect of the Failure to Apply the 120-Hour Rule
to Holographic Instruments

Holographic wills have drawn criticism for their troublesome
nature-which is fairly attributed to the increase in litigation that arises
from legal instruments that are often imprecise and ambiguous.82

Holographic wills are generally drafted by an unrepresented or under-
represented layperson,83 without the benefit of significant legal gui-
dance.84 Understanding that one does not know what one does not
know, the layperson drafting a holographic will is likely to make mis-
takes that a competent professional will not: failure to dispose of the
entire estate by including a residuary clause;8 5 failure to address the
issue of ademption when a specific gift of property is disposed of prior
to the death of the testator;86 failure to name an executor and/or waive
the bond of the executor;8 7 and the failure to name contingent benefi-

82. Kirk, supra note 22, at 273. Criticism centers around the expanding litigation
involved with holographic wills. E.g., "Ye lawyers who live upon litigants' fees, And who
need a good many to live at your ease, Grave or gay, wise or witty, whate'er your degree,
Plain stuff or Queen's Counsel, take counsel of me: When a festive occasion your spirit
unbends, You should never forget the profession's best friends; So we'll send round the
wine, and a light bumper fill, To the jolly testator who makes his own will." Lord Neaves,

The Jolly Testator Who Makes His Own Will, J. HUMORIsT 246, 246 (1952).
83. Haneman & Booth, supra note 13, at 458 (citing Donald R. Travers, Holographic

Will, CAL. EST. PLAN. HOLOGRAPHIC WILLS § 5.12 (2008)).

84. See Natale, supra note 65, at 200. See also L. H. H., Jr., Holographic Wills in Vir-
ginia: Problems at Probate, 45 VA. L. REv. 613, 613 (1959) ("Nonetheless, even though for-

malities are at a minimum, serious problems frequently arise concerning their validity

when offered for probate, since they are generally drafted without legal knowledge or

professional advice.").

85. Holographic wills may be drafted so that specific gifts of property are given to

specific individuals. A problem implicitly arises, however, when the will disposes of less

than the entire estate. For example, if a testator's will disposes of two vehicles, a boat, and

Apple stock, but fails to address the disposition of the testator's art collection and home

furnishings, the estate will be thrown into partial intestacy as concerns those assets omit-

ted from the will. Formally drafted wills frequently contain residuary clauses leaving the

residue of an estate to one or more beneficiaries. The residue of the estate consists of any

property that could have been but was not disposed of by the will, including property

acquired after the date the will was written. ROBERT H. SITKOFF & JESSE DUKEMINIER,

WILLS, TRUSTS, AND ESTATES 351-52 (10th ed. 2017).

86. Holographic wills may leave specific gifts of property to specific beneficiaries.

The issue of ademption arises when a gift of specific property is no longer owned at the

time of decedent's death. This may occur, for example, when a testator leaves a gift of his

car to a beneficiary, sells the car, and then dies. The legal issue is whether or not the

beneficiary is entitled to the proceeds from the sale of the car or, alternatively, if the gift is

adeemed (or fails). LAWRENCE P. KELLER, WILLs, app. P n.20 (database updated Nov.

2017).
87. Holographic wills may fail to name an executor to facilitate the wishes of the

testator. Though there are many advantages to naming an executor, one advantage is the

ability to waive the requirement that the executor post a bond. The expense associated

with posting a bond is ultimately reimbursed out of the proceeds of the estate, diminish-

ing the amount that will ultimately pass to the beneficiaries. The Uniform Probate Code

cites posthumous administrative expenses as claims to be paid from the estate. UNIF.

PROB. CODE § 1-201(6) (amended 2010) (UNIw. L. COMM'N 2010). Only seventeen states

and the U.S. Virgin Islands have adopted the Uniform Probate Code verbatim. The level

of adoption in other states varies greatly.
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ciaries8 8 and/or include survivorship provisions (to address simultane-
ous death issues).

This Article addresses the omission of the latter provisions from
holographic instruments, the importance of which is explored in Part I,
Section B. It is a reasonable assumption that the self-represented
layperson will omit survivorship language from his holographic will, but
the consequence of the omission varies from state to state. Twenty-six
states recognize holographic wills, as identified in Appendix I.89 Of
these twenty-six states, ten states have adopted USDA-language, or some
equivalent, that protect holographic instruments with a 120-hour rule
in the absence of contrary language.90 In these ten states (collectively
referred to as "covered states"), the unsuspecting layperson, when draft-
ing her own holograph-and has no reason to know of or understand
the concept of simultaneous death-is protected regardless of the omis-
sion of survivorship language in her testamentary instrument. An addi-
tional five states91 have a 120-hour rule that covers, as a general matter,
homestead allowance,9 2 exempt property,93 and intestacy.94 Califor-
nia's 120-hour rule applies to statutory wills but not holographic wills. 95

In summary, while twenty-six states recognize holographic instruments,
the remaining sixteen states (collectively referred to as "uncovered
states") have chosen not to implement language that will apply the 120-
hour rule to a holographic instrument in the absence of language to
the contrary.

The self-represented testator, who finds herself an unfortunate res-
ident in an uncovered state, will find all the advantages of the 120-hour
rule unavailable to her when she fails to include survivorship language
in her holographic instrument, for no other reason than (a) she has no

88. A testator self-drafting a holographic will may fail to anticipate that a designated
beneficiary may predecease him. In this circumstance, the gift will "lapse" (meaning, it
will pass under the intestacy statute unless there is a residuary clause in the instrument)
unless an anti-lapse statute applies (which will pass the gift through to the deceased bene-
ficiary's descendants rather than allowing the gift to lapse). See RESTATEMENT (Ti-IRD) OF
PROP. § 1.2 cmt. a-g (AM. LAw. INST. 2017); see also UNIF. PROB. CODE § 2-603 (amended
2010) (UNIF. L. COMM'N 2010).

89. See Appendix I.
90. See Appendix I. These ten states include Alaska, Arkansas, Colorado, Kentucky,

Michigan, NewJersey, North Carolina, North Dakota, Utah, and Virginia.
91. See Appendix I. These five states include Arizona, Idaho, Montana, South

Dakota, and Texas.
92. "In most states, homestead allowances are awards of fixed dollar amounts, usu-

ally relatively small in size, to a spouse and/or children. However, the allowances can also
be of real property rights. (The Uniform Probate Code of 1969 gave a homestead allow-
ance to a spouse in the amount of $5,000 and to children in the amount of $5,000. The
Uniform Probate Code of 2008 increased the homestead allowance to a spouse to $22,500
and increased the homestead allowance to children to $22,500.)." KELLER, supra note 86,
at app. M.

93. Many states will classify personal property of a personal and/or intimate nature
(e.g., furniture, furnishings, household utensils, clothing) as exempt property. Id.

94. See generally Susan N. Gary, Adapting Intestacy Laws to Changing Families, 18 LAw &
INEQ. 1 (2000) (explaining how intestacy property is property that is not disposed of in a
valid will, will substitute, or inter vivos trust).

95. Haneman & Booth, supra note 13, at 453.



legal training, and (b) she does not have the money to retain an attor-
ney, or perhaps has more pressing expenses. By way of contrast, assum-
ing competent representation, the represented testator in an
uncovered state is unlikely to find herself similarly situated. The out-
come starkly depicts the benefits that flow to the "haves" and the disad-
vantages that burden the "have-nots."

To illustrate the dramatically different results that can happen in
these states, a common paradigm (discussed in Part I) is now revisited
in more detail: a newly married couple, each with two children from a
prior marriage, is in a tragic accident in which wife (W) survives hus-
band (H) by mere moments. W and H each have a holographic will
leaving their estate to the other, and neither instrument includes simul-
taneous death language. In ajurisdiction in which the 120-hour rule is
applied to the holographic instrument, each will be treated as prede-
ceasing the other for purposes of the devolution of their estate. The
property of H will pass to his judicially-determined heirs. The property
of W will pass to her judicially-determined heirs. See Illustration One:

ILLUSTRATION ONE

Husband

Heir 1 Heir 2
50% of H Estate 50% of H Estate

Wife

Heir 1 Heir 2
50% of W Estate 50% of W Estate

Conversely, in a state in which the 120-hour rule is not applied to
the holographic instrument, the burden of proof will fall upon W's
heirs to establish that W survived H by mere moments. If the heirs are
able to satisfy this burden, H's property will pass to the heirs of W. See
Illustration Two:
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ILLUSTRATION TWO

100% of H's Estate to W
Husband > Wife

Heir 1 Heir 2 Heir 1 Heir 2
0% 0% 50% of W Estate 50% of W Estate

There is no question that this is an unfair and unintended result
that incentivizes the heirs of H to pursue costly and gruesome litigation
to obtain a windfall. In fact, devastating injustice can arise if H and W
both have children from prior marriages-the children of H will be
deprived of taking H's estate when the devolution of H's estate hinges
on a mere snapshot of a moment in time. One study on this issue
found that the average person does not want all of his estate to pass to
someone else's heirs, as opposed to his own, simply because he had the
misfortune of dying a few moments too soon.9 6

IV. TowAIOs SOLUTIONS

If one takes the notion of social justice seriously, the justice gap in
the United States becomes almost shameful. The majority of working-
class and lower-middle-income individuals have legal needs that are
unmet.9 7 To that end, Section TV sets forth both a narrow solution and
a broad prescription. To address the framed issue of incomplete statu-
tory schemas in those states that permit holographic wills but have not
adopted the 120-hour rule, this Article narrowly proposes that simulta-
neous death statutes be revised. The broader prescription discussed in
Section IV arises out of the truth that everybody dies: as the aging Baby
Boomer generation precedes the largest transmission of property in the
history of this nation, and the number of decedents with unaddressed
planning needs is likely to increase, states must carve a path that facili-
tates transmission of property at death that is accessible to everyone.

A. Framing a Solution for the Immediate Problem

The will of a competently represented testator contains survivor-
ship language, and it is likely negligence giving rise to malpractice
when an attorney fails to include survivorship language in a formally
drafted instrument.9 8 In stark contrast, the self-represented layperson

96. Id. at 463.
97. Deborah Rhode, Equalfustice Under Law, SANTA CLARA U. (Jan. 1, 2000), https:/

/www.scu.edu/ethics//more/resources/equal-justice-under-law/ ("An estimated four-
fifths of the legal needs of the poor, and the needs of two to three fifths of middle-income
individuals, remain unmet.").

98. Beyer, supra note 19, at 84 ("Unless the will states otherwise, a beneficiary need
only outlive the testator by 120 hours to take under the will. This length of time is typi-



is afforded no such protection. It is not intuitive for a self-represented
layperson to include the legalese of survivorship language in a
holographic will, and in the absence of such survivorship language, a
gap exists in some states in which the 120-hour rule also will not apply.

The narrow solution proposed by this section may not, in fact, be
so much a solution as the suggestion that a legislative oversight be cor-
rected. In 1991, provisions of the Uniform Probate Code ("UPC") were
incorporated into the USDA, creating an arbitrary minimum require-
ment for survivorship of 120 hours for both wills and intestacy.99 The
UPC applies the 120-hour rule to the instruments of those who die tes-
tate, though a testator may contract out of the default statutory stan-
dard through contrary express language in a will. 0 0 In the ten states
that have adopted USDA language, or some equivalent, holographic
instruments are protected by the 120-hour rule in the absence of con-
trary language.10 1 An additional six states have adopted an incomplete
version of the USDA, affording their residents some 120-hour rule cov-
erage, but not extending the 120-hour rule to holographic
instruments.102

Ten states0 3 have wholeheartedly refused to adopt the 120-hour
rule, with the end result that a self-represented decedent is likely
exposed in all cases of simultaneous death-whether the decedent
passes intestate or, alternatively, has attempted to draft his own will and
has failed to include survivorship language.10 4 If a state has opted to
leave the self-represented decedent unprotected in cases of intestacy,
what is the justification for the lack of symmetry in imposing a higher or
different standard on holographic instruments? The answer turns on
the distinguishing characteristic between intestacy and holographic will
as the estate plan of the self-represented: affirmative choice.10 5 The
former is a set of default rules governing property distribution in the
absence of a choice, when there has been no action on the party of the

cally too short. The purpose of requiring survival is to prevent multiple administrations
of the same property within a short period of time, therefore saving on administration
expenses and estate tax. This goal, however, is not effectuated by a 120 hour period
because probate takes considerably longer than five days. Therefore, a testator should
consider extending the survival period to a more realistic length of time-three, six, nine,
or twelve months. However, it is important to note that a survival period of over six
months will prevent a gift to a surviving spouse from qualifying for the marital deduc-
tion.") (footnotes omitted).

99. LEGISLATIVE FAcr SHEET-SIMuLTANEOUs DEATH Acr, supra note 34.

100. Halbach & Waggoner, supra note 17, at 1094.
101. See Appendix I. These ten states include Alaska, Arkansas, Colorado, Ken-

tucky, Michigan, New Jersey, North Carolina, North Dakota, Utah, and Virginia.

102. See Appendix I. These six states include Arizona, Idaho, Montana, South

Dakota, Texas, and California.
103. See Appendix I. The ten states include Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi,

Nebraska, Nevada, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, West Virginia and Wyoming.

104. The testator who passes with a professionally drafted will does not find himself

in this situation, as, assuming competent representation, his will contains survivorship

language.
105. See generally Reid Kress Weisbord, Wills for Everyone: Helping Individuals Opt Out

of Intestacy, 53 B.C.L. REv. 877 (2012), available at http://awdigitalcommons.bc.edu/

bclr/vol53/iss3/2.
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decedent.1 06 To the extent that a self-represented individual has
attempted to gain access to the system through drafting a holographic
will, there is a compelling argument to be made that the members of
the bench, the bar, and the academy have an obligation to work
together to remove stumbling blocks that hinder effectuating that
choice.107 The system itself is flawed when the most basic act of estate
planning, specifically designed to accommodate the underrepresented
and unrepresented, may serve as a conduit to inadvertently route prop-
erty to unintended recipients in cases of simultaneous death.

To provide an opportunity for the underrepresented and unrepre-
sented, but then fail to protect those testators from obvious lurking
issues, is troubling for what it is and also for what it represents. This
failure demonstrates something implicit-perhaps a refusal to recog-
nize that access to justice for the underrepresented and unrepresented
requires the untangling of complexity in a way that is meaningful and
complete, or perhaps it merely signals an apathy that diverts attention
after a quick-fix is applied. Regardless, the solution is neither difficult
nor novel: adopting language used uneventfully for more than two
decades in the ten states that recognize holographic instruments. This
statutory language in no way compromises the interests of the self-rep-
resented, while also protecting the interests of those who are
represented.

The language would create a statutory presumption that the
default survivorship rule (e.g., the 120-hour rule) applies to all dece-
dents, testate and intestate, in the absence of a testamentary provision
to the contrary. It is a presumption that will not shape behavior
because it operates only in the absence of language to the contrary-
serving purely a protective function and operating only as a statutory
safety-net for the underrepresented and unrepresented, as well as those
testators who are incompetently represented.108

106. Id. at 944 ("Testamentary freedom is the guiding principle of inheritance law,
but for most Americans, exercising that freedom proves elusive. The fact that most indi-
viduals who want to obtain a will die without one is inconsistent with the freedom of
testation because most Americans do not understand the rules of intestacy or the negative
consequences of dying intestate. When unintended, intestacy can wreak economic devas-
tation and social disruption upon the decedent's intended beneficiaries, and in the aggre-
gate, widespread intestacy contributes to the growing problem of economic inequality in
the United States.").

107. jennifer S. Bard & Larry Cunningham, Op-Ed., The Legal Profession is Failing
Low-Income and Middle-Class People. Let's Fix That., WASI-i. PosT (June 5, 2017), https://www
.washingtonpost.com/opinions/-profession-is-failing-low-income-and-middle-class-people-
lets-fix-that/2017/06/02/e266200a-246b-1 1e7-bb9d-8cd6118e1409_.story.html?utmterm
=.b74c5e7af033 (encouraging "an acceleration of ... innovation by the bar, the bench
and the academy so that legal training and services can be more widely available.").

108. In the context of contract drafting, an instrument of consumer protection is
the presumption referred to as contra proferentum. This presumption is an interpretative
presumption meant to protect the weak in situations of unequal bargaining power, and as
a practical matter, the presumption has operated to improve the drafting process. 28
GLEN BANKS, NEW YORK CONTRACT LAW § 10:24 (West 2017) ("Contra proferentum is used
only as a rule of last resort after all other aids to construction have been employed but
have failed to resolve the ambiguities."); Michael G. Patrizio, Fables of Construction: The
Sophisticated Policyholder Defense, 79 ILL. B.J. 234, 234 (1991) ("When a court construes a



Ironically, precedent for statutory opt-out language to protect the
underrepresented, unrepresented, and the incompetently represented
comes in the form of intestacy itself. 09 As stated by the drafters of the
Uniform Probate Code, 0 the primary purpose of intestacy is to serve
as a default set of rules for governing the distribution of property for
the decedent who passes without a valid will in place.' Intestacy is
easily avoided by executing a valid testamentary instrument or dispos-
ing of property through a will substitute."2 This concept of "statute as
safety net" is neither novel in concept nor wieldy in application.

B. Everybody Dies (Including the Underrepresented and Unrepresented):
Towards a Broader Prescription

While birth and death are both legal certainties, birth is an event
that is met with joy and requires no legal counsel-while death is an
event that involves a tangled web of emotions that are usually anything
but joyful, and requires legal proceedings (either involving counsel or
self-representation) to close the estate of the deceased."3 The state has
made the events surrounding birth rote and administrative, while death
remains the jurisdiction of the probate court, where rules are anachro-
nistic, formal, and frequently counterintuitive to the self-represented.
This inherent abrogation of a decedent's testamentary freedom, charac-
terized as one of the most valuable rights of property ownership and a
natural right, runs contrary to the Supreme Court holding in Hodel v.
Irving." 4

The increasing number of self-represented individuals in probate
court requires a clear path for the layperson to handle basic estate plan-

contract, it often resorts to the doctrine of contra proferentum, in which an ambiguous
provision is construed strictly against the drafter.").

109. Adam J. Hirsch, Incomplete Wills, 111 MiC-i. L. REV. 1423, 1424 (2013) ("The
problem arises that, every so often, testators fail to construct their wills in a manner pro-

ducing a complete estate plan . . . . When that happens, law must step in where the

testator left off. Of course, the same is also true if a person executes no will at all. In that
event, statutory law crafts an estate plan for the intestate decedent, determining the heirs

and their shares according to a schedule of contingencies.").

110. UNIF. PROBATE CODE Art. II, pt. 1, general cmt. (amended 2010) (UNIF. L.

COMM'N 2010) ("The pre-1990 Code's basic pattern of intestate succession, contained in

Part 1, was designed to provide suitable rules for the person of modest means who relies

on the estate plan provided by law.").
111. It also serves as default rules for those who die with an incomplete will that

does not dispose of all property in the estate. See generally Hirsch, supra note 109, at 1424.

112. Susan N. Gary, The Probate Definition of Family: A Proposal for Guided Discretion in

Intestacy, 45 U. MicH. J.L. REFORM 787, 788 (2012) [hereinafter Gary, The Probate Definition
of Family].

113. IAN BROWN, Six-rv: A DIARY OF My Sixwy-FIRST YEAR: THE BEGINNING OF THE END,

OR THE END OF THE BEGINNING? 7-8 (2016) ("Old age is the reverse of childhood, except

that it's not the reverse of childhood at all, is it? As a child you are heading towards your

more complete self, toward a bigger, better, broader, brighter, self, a less dependent self,

a self that exists independent of support; whereas as an old man you are headed in the

opposite direction, toward oblivion (which is not the problem after all, it's the getting to

oblivion that is the problem, the slippery indignity of the stinking slide), toward a smaller

and more shriveled and narrower and less brilliant self.").

114. Hodel v. Irving, 481 U.S. 704, 715 (1987) ("There is no question ... that the
right to pass on valuable property to one's heirs is itself a valuable right.").
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ning matters without the assistance of an attorney, whether this path is
extrajudicial (as with birth) or judicial (as presently exists, with the pro-
bate courts). This is not a call for a civil Gideon in the context of pro-
bate cases-calling for counsel to be provided for every unrepresented
party who must appear in probate court. Such a proposal is unwork-
able. Rather, this is the suggestion that all reasonable paths be cleared
for the unrepresented.

Efforts to this end have already occurred. As explored earlier,
roughly one-half of states have adopted holographic will provisions that
effectively enable a testator to write a will in his or her own handwriting
without the assistance of legal counsel.''" Almost every state has
adopted some type of small estate procedure."'6 Rules developed for
small estate administration are intended to facilitate swift and reasona-
bly painless estate closure for those managing estates generally valued
between $10,000 and $275,000, depending upon the state.11 7 In a few
states, probate may be avoided or a simplified process will be applied if
all property is left to the decedent's surviving spouse.1"8 It is worth
noting, however, that these efforts largely focus upon easing probate
administration after death, as opposed to increasing accessibility of
estate planning during life. It is consequently unsurprising that a
majority of Americans do not execute a will.' 9 The property of the

115. UNIF. PROB. CODE § 2-503 cmt. (amended 2010) (UNIF. L. COMM'N 2010)
(acknowledging that the holographic will provision enables "a testator to write his own
will in his own handwriting . . . [flor persons unable to obtain legal assistance, the
holographic will may be adequate.").

116. "Small estate administration is an alternative to a formal probate of an estate
when the assets, liens, and encumbrances of the estate are under a certain statutory
amount, which varies by jurisdiction. It is a faster, easier, alternative to the probate pro-
cess, involving less paperwork and delay. It involves the use of a small-estate affidavit for
estates ranging from $1,000 to $100,000 or even higher, depending on state law. This
approach is particularly advantageous where the bulk of the estate is in a trust and only an
automobile or small bank account is in the name of the decedent at the time of death.
No court administration is required." US LEGAL, SMALL ESTArES (2016), available at
https://smallestates.uslegal.com. By way of example, in California, estates less than
$150,000 do not need to be probated in California. An affidavit or declaration signed
under penalty of perjury at least 40 days after the death can be used to collect the assets
for the beneficiaries or heirs of the estate. No documents are required to be filed with
the Superior Court if the small estates law is used. See CAL. PROB. CODE § 13100-13116
(West 2016) (effective Jan. 1, 2012). See aLboJoseph N. Blumberg, 51 Flavors: A Survey of
Small Estate Procedures Across the Country, 28 PROB. & PROP. 31, 32 (July/Aug. 2014) ("A
total of 34 states have some variation of an Affidavit Procedure allowing a person to
directly change title or collect property without a court order or approval.').

117. Blumberg, supra note 116, at 32.
118. California is the only state that allows for probate to be avoided entirely with

regard to community property. See CAL. PROB. CODE § 13656 (West, Westlaw through Ch.
26 of 2017 Reg. Sess.). Idaho allows an expedited probate for the surviving spouse, if sole
heir, of an intestate decedent, see oA-HO CoDE § 15-3-1205 (LEXIS through 2017 Reg.
Sess.), while New Mexico allows a surviving spouse to inherit a homestead without pro-
bate, but subject to certain restrictions, see N.M. STAT. ANN. § 45-3-1205 (West, Westlaw
through First Reg. and Spec. Sess. 2017).

119. Weisbord, supra note 105, at 887 ("In the eighteenth and nineteenth centu-
ries, wills were uncommon except among the wealthy. More recently, a 2009 publication
estimated that sixty-five percent of Americans do not have a will. A 2006 nationwide sur-
vey found that sixty-eight percent of respondents lacked a will.").



will-less masses is distributed in accordance with a set of default rules,
which vary from state to state, that distribute the property of the intes-
tate.o2 0 If the intestate majority made an informed choice-meaning, if
they understood property distribution under intestate statutes and
decided that it best approximated their intentions-it would be an act
of testamentary freedom.121 With so many people dying without ever
having executed a will, however, it is seems more likely that intestacy is
the result of inertia.122

As the intestacy statutes become increasingly anachronistic, this
inertia becomes problematic. Intestacy statutes are meant to approxi-
mate the intent of the average testator, and, in that way, are an embodi-
ment of cultural norms. Unfortunately, as families have gradually
shifted to become defined in non-normative ways, the intestacy statutes
have not kept pace with the shift.123 Rules of intestacy define takers
with reference to marriage, consanguinity, and legal adoption-and
will therefore only approximate the intentions of a decedent who
arranged his or her personal affairs in a normative way.124 Unmarried
mothers account for more than forty percent of births in the United
States, which evidences that marriage is no longer the only acceptable
gateway to childbearing.'2 5 Both unmarried cohabitation and blended
families create family arrangements in which the natural objects of
one's bounty may not be a taker under the applicable statute of descent
and distribution.

As the intestacy statutes fail to adjust to keep pace with the struc-
ture of the modern family, the need for a clear and easy path to allow
the underrepresented and unrepresented to pass assets vis-a-vis a testa-
mentary instrument becomes even more pressing. A system that poten-
tially reinforces economic inequality is also problematic. A
disproportionate number of intestate decedents belong to historically
disadvantaged groups (including non-whites and women),'26 while
wealthy, white, married, older individuals are far more likely to die tes-
tate.12 7 Some empirical data suggests that a person's status as a woman
or non-white increases one's likelihood to die intestate.128 This data,
while not vast, raises the concern that the testate-intestate system may

120. In a March 2011 study conducted by Harris Interactive, fifty-seven percent of

the thousand people surveyed did not have a will. The percentage was greatest for

younger people, but twenty-two percent of those above age sixty-five did not have a will.

Jenny Greenhough, 57% ofAdults Don't Have a Will. Do You?, ROCKET LAW. INSIDER (Mar.

31, 2011), http://insider.rocketlawyer.com/201 1-wills-estate-planning-survey-
9
524.

121. Weisbord, supra note 105, at 884-85.
122. Id. at 888-89.
123. See generally Gary, The Probate Definition ofFamily, supra note 112.

124. Frances H. Foster, The Family Paradigm of Inheritance Law, 80 N.C. L. Rh-v. 199,

206-08 (2001).
125. See generally VictoriaJ Haneman, Marriage, Millenniahl, and Massive Student Loan

Debt, 2 CONCORDIA L. Riv. 103, 117 (2017).
126. Alyssa A. DiRusso, Testacy and Intestacy: The Dynamics of Wills and Demographic

Status, 23 QUINNIPIAC PROB. L.J. 36, 41 (2009).
127. Jeffrey M. Jones, Majority in U.S. Do Not Have a Will, GALLUP (May 18, 2016),

http://www.gallup.com/poll//.aspx.
128. DiRusso, supra note 126, at 76.
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play a role in perpetuating inequality as accumulations pass (or fail to
pass, as the case may be) from one generation to the next.129

Removing roadblocks for the self-represented does not end with
the one proposal, set forth in this article, to revise simultaneous death
statutes in those states that recognize the validity of holographic instru-
ments. State legislatures must examine other ways in which to make
estate planning and testacy more accessible to the underrepresented
and unrepresented. Although only a handful of states have adopted
statutory will provisions, with limited success, it is perhaps time to re-
approach the idea.'30 Further, much could be accomplished with little
effort through the adoption of the Uniform Probate Code's 2008
amendment allowing for notarized wills as a method of will execu-
tion.131 It is not uncommon for states to require that documents hav-
ing legal force (other than wills) be notarized, which erroneously gives
many self-represented testators the impression that notarization is an
accepted path to making a will "legal."' 32 States that have not yet
adopted holographic will provisions should consider doing so, while
those that have may make existing holographic will provisions more
flexible. As a final thought, state legislatures should consider placing
examples of probated wills online with redacted personal information,
so that the underrepresented and unrepresented may have a database
of examples to draw upon when drafting their own will. 1 3 3

129. The issue may be partially one of wealth fractionation: while the testate dece-
dent may funnel and thereby concentrate inheritance into the hands of one beneficiary,
intestacy statutes tend to systematically fractionate property among multiple heirs. B.
James Deaton, Intestate Succession and Heir Property: Implications for Future Research on the
Persistence of Povery in Central Appalachia, 41 J. ECON. IsSUES 927, 929 (2007). For those
with modest estates, who are ironically more likely to be subject to the intestacy statutes,
the problem of fractionation can be particularly devastating. Weisbord, supra note 105, at
898 ("If the intended beneficiaries are living in the decedent's primary residence, unin-
tended intestacy can render those closest to the decedent homeless. The problem of
fractionation can be prevented by executing a will that identifies a single or small number
of beneficiaries rather than allowing property to descend by default to intestate heirs,
who can be numerous, remote, and unwilling to cooperate.").

130. New Mexico, Massachusetts, Maine, Wisconsin, California, and Michigan have
each adopted some type of statutory will legislation. Theresa A. Bruno, The Deployment
Will, 47 A.F.L. REv. 211, 224-26 (1999).

131. Lawrence W. Waggoner, The UPC Authorizes Notarized Wills, 34 ACTECJ. 83, 84
(2008) ("The 2008 UPC amendments introduced another new concept in will execution:
the notarized will. Under this concept, a will that is in writing, signed by the testator, and
notarized is validly executed. Notarization is an option only, and not required. A will is
still validly executed under the UPC if it is attested by two witnesses who witnessed the
testator's act of signing or acknowledging the signature or the will . . . . What is the
rationale for recognizing notarized wills? The will-execution formalities are thought to
serve several functions-evidentiary, cautionary (ceremonial), channeling, and protec-
tive. A notarized will would seem to serve all of these functions. The danger that a nota-
rized will would not reliably represent the decedent's wishes seems minimal.") (footnotes
omitted).

132. Id. at 84-85.
133. It is not uncommon for licensed attorneys to have a bank of documents to

which they refer when drafting a new document. Few documents are drafted from
scratch. The website may post a time, one or two days a month, when pro bono attorneys
will be available to review wills that self-represented laypersons have drafted using the
online examples as a model, to ensure validity and offer suggestions for improvement.



The timing of these suggestions is particularly relevant: the needs
of the underrepresented and unrepresented with regard to the drafting
of wills and basic estate planning may soon reach unprecedented levels
as a demographic change occurs, with the total number of U.S.
residents over age sixty-five doubling from forty million to eighty mil-
lion between 2010 and 2040.134 If the intestacy statutes are not fairly
relied upon as a solution, it becomes particularly problematic if the tes-
tamentary process requires that the self-represented 1 3 5 actively engage
with the law in an area that is steeped in complexity, overly-formalistic,
and anachronistic.13 6 While courts generally disfavor intestacy and will
go to great lengths to give force to a testamentary instrument, this pol-
icy applied in probate courts (after death) must be carried through to
improve the access of less-powered individuals to engage in estate plan-
ning (prior to death).37

CONCLUSION

A majority of Americans comprise the middle class, and yet they
remain virtually invisible to the estate planning community unless they
have had the good fortune to accumulate enough property to be char-
acterized as upper-middle-class and afford the services of a profes-
sional.3 8 Those in the middle class who may find basic estate planning
to be useful or necessary, but beyond their means, fall into a void where

134. D'VERA COHN & PAUL TAYLOR, PEw REs. CTR., BABY BOOMERS APPROACH 65 -

GLUMLY (2010), available at http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2010/12/20/baby-boomers-
approach-65-glumly/. This phenomenon is colloquially referred to as the "silver

tsunami."
135. DiRusso, supra note 126, at 61 ("Testate and intestate status can also be com-

pared upon dimensions of empowerment and disempowerment. The law seeks to
empower the testator. The law of wills is a set of rules established to facilitate and execute
the will of the testator. The law functions as tools intended to empower the testate in his
role as leader and decision-maker with respect to his property. The law of wills aims to
grant power and control to the individual, with solicitude toward idiosyncratic and indi-
vidualistic desires and goals. It uses the force of the legal system to support and enact the
decisions made by the testator. Intestacy, conversely, is powerlessness. The rules of intes-
tacy are imposed upon the assets of the intestate, regardless of whether there is clear
evidence of what the intestate would have wanted. The focus of the law of intestacy is
social structure and not the individual.") (footnotes omitted).

136. Although commentators have predicted the "fall of intent-defeating formal-
ism" since John H. Langbein published his landmark piece in 1975, formalism still flour-
ishes within this area of law. For over three hundred years, wills have been defined by
their formal qualities. As the main actor, the decedent, is no longer available to testify,
testamentary intent is derived from form as much as substance. See John H. Langbein,
Substantial Compliance with the Will Act, 88 HARv. L. Rev. 489 (1975); see also Bruce H.
Mann, Formalities and Formalism in the Uniform Probate Code, 142 U. PA. L. Rev. 1033 (1994),
http://scholarship.law.upenn.edu/cgi/.cgi?article=&context=_1aw-review.

137. See, e.g., Wachovia Bank & Trust Co. v. Buchanan, 346 F. Supp. 665 (D.D.C.
1972); Ellsworth v. Huffstatler, 385 P.3d 737 (Utah Ct. App. 2016); Glenn v. Roberts, 95
So. 3d 271 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2012); Succession of Henderson, 191 So. 3d 9 (La. Ct. App.
2016).

138. Meritocratic winners gain visibility in this culture that idealizes but arguably
fails at being meritocratic. RON HASKINS & ISABEL V. SAWHILL, CREATING AN OPPORTUNITY

SocIE-TY 63 (2009) (citing that forty-two percent of those whose parents were in the
poorest fifth of the population remained poor themselves).
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they must fend for themselves or go without.'39 For this group, it is
problematic that death has, indeed, become an exceedingly compli-
cated affair.140 Although the freedom of testation is a natural property
right that is often quite valuable, more than fifty percent of decedents
die intestate'41-which raises important questions about access to jus-
tice for the underrepresented or unrepresented person with estate
planning needs.14 2 With the largest wealth transfer in history occurring
over the next several decades,143 members of the bench, bar, and legal
academy have an obligation to collaborate to expand accessibility of tes-
tation.144 Revising simultaneous death statutes in states that permit
holographic instruments is only a first step in removing labyrinthine
intricacies from substantive law when the intricacies serve no purpose
other than that of a stumbling block to the unrepresented."5

139. As discussed in the Introduction of this Article, middle-income households are
defined for purposes of this Article as those with an annual income of $24,000 to $73,000
for one person and $42,000 to $126,000 for a family of three. See A Portrait ofAmerica's
Middle Class, supra note 7.

140. As compared to birth, which is not. The formalities associated with birth are
largely administrative and exceedingly accessible. Naming a child, obtaining a birth cer-
tificate, establishing paternity, applying for a social security card, adding an infant to med-
ical insurance, applying for government benefits, and applying for a U.S. passport are all
processes that are administrative and are not customarily or usually facilitated by a lawyer.
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APPENDIX I: SUMMARY OF SIMULTANEOUS DEATH STATUTES IN THE

TWENTY-SIX STATES THAT RECOGNIZE HOLOGRAPHIC WILLS

Holographs 120 Hour Applicable
State Permitted Rule? Statute Commentary

Holographs Alaska Stat. § Applies unless testator opts-
Alaska Allowed 120 HR 13-12.702 out in instrument.

120-hour rule generally
applies to homestead
allowance, exempt property,
and intestacy. Exempt

Ariz. Rev. Stat. property is defined, generally,
Holographs Ann. § 14- under Title 14 Article 4 of the

Arizona Allowed 120 HR 2104. Arizona Revised Code.

Holographs Ark. Code § Applies unless testator opts-

Arkansas Allowed 120 HR 28-10-202 out in instrument.

Holographs Cal. Prob. 120-hour rule for intestacy

California"' Allowed Combo Code § 220 and statutory wills only.

Holographs CRS § 15-11- Applies unless testator opts-

Colorado Allowed 120 HR 702 out in instrument.

120-hour rule generally

applies to homestead

Holographs Idaho Code § allowance, exempt property,

Idaho Allowed 120 HR I.C. § 15-2-104 and intestacy.

Ky. Rev. Stat. §
397.1002 and
Kv. Rev. Stat.

Holographs Ann. § Applies unless testator opts-

Kentucky Allowed 120 HR 397.1006 out in instrument.

No 120-Hour Rule ("one

claiming a right that has

La. Civ. Code accrued to another person is

Ann. art. 1575 bound to prove that such

Holographs No 120 (2001), art. 31 person existed at the time the

Louisiana7  Allowed HR (2001) right accrued..

18-A Me. Rev.
Holographs No 120 Stat. § 2- No 120-Hour Rule (no

Maine Allowed HR 805(b) sufficient evidence standard).

Mich. Comp.
Holographs Laws Ann. Applies unless testator opts-

Michigan Allowed 120 HR § 700.2702 out in instrument.

Holographs No 120 Miss. Code § No 120-Hour Rule (no
Mississippi Allowed HR 91-3-5 sufficient evidence standard).

146. See generally Haneman & Booth, supra note 13.
147. Holographic wills are referred to as "olographic" wills in the state of Louisiana.

See Marie Antoinette Moore et al., The Last Word: This Handwritten Will is Not Brought to You
hy the Letter "H", 31 PROB. & PROP. MAC. 1 (2017), https://www.americanbar.org/publica-
tions/probate-property-magazine_2012/2017/keeping.current~property/the_1ast-word
.html.
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Holographs 120 Hour Applicable
State Permitted Rule? Statute Commentary

120-hour rule generally
applies to homestead

Holographs Mont. Code § allowance, exempt property,
Montana Allowed 120 HR 72-2-114 and intestacy.

120 HR No 120-Hour Rule (no
applied in sufficient evidence standard),
anti-lapse Neb. Rev. Stat. except in limited

Holographs statute § 30-121: § 30- circumstances set forth in
Nebraska Allowed only 2343 anti-lapse statute.

No 120-Hour Rule
Holographs No 120 Nev. Rev. Stat. (insufficient evidence

Nevada Allowed HR § 135.020 standard).

Holographs N.J. Stat. § Applies unless testator opts-
New Jersey Allowed 120 1R 3B:3..32 out in instrument.
North Holographs N.C. Gen. Stat. Applies unless testator opts-
Carolina Allowed 120 HR § 28A-24-2 out in instrument.

N.D. Cent.
North Holographs Code § 30.1- Applies unless testator opts-
Dakota Allowed 120 HR 09.1-02 out in instrument.

Holographs No 120 58 Okla. Stat. § No 120-Hour Rule (no
Oklahoma Allowed HR 1001-1008 sufficient evidence standard).

Holographs No 120 20 Pa. Cons. No 120-Hour Rule (no
Pennsylvania Allowed HR Star. § 8501 sufficient evidence standard).

120-hour rule generally
applies to homestead

South Holographs S.D. Cod. Laws allowance, exempt property,
Dakota Allowed 120 HR §29A-2-104 and intestacy.

Holographs No 120 Tenn. Code § No 120-Hour Rule (no
Tennessee Allowed HR 31-3-102 sufficient evidence standard).

120-hour rule generally
TX Estates applies to homestead

Holographs Code Sec allowance, exempt property,
Texas Allowed 120 HR 121.052 and intestacy.

Holographs Utah Code § Applies unless testator opts-
Utah Allowed 120 HR 75-2-702 out in instrument.

Holographs Va. Code § Applies unless testator opts-
Virginia Allowed 120 HR 64.2-2202 out in instrument.
West Holographs No 120 W. Va. Code § No 120-Hour Rule (no
Virginia Allowed HR 42-5-1 sufficient evidence standard).

H1olographs No 120 Wyo. Stat. § 2- No 120-Hour Rule (no
Wyoming Allowed HR 13-1.03 sufficient evidence standard).



Holographs 120 Hour
State Permitted Rule? Applicable Statute

Alabama No 120 HR Ala. Code § 43-7-2

Holographs
Alaska Allowed 120 HR Alaska Stat. § 13-12.702

Holographs
Arizona Allowed 120 HR Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 14-2104.

Holographs
Arkansas Allowed 120 HR Ark. Code § 28-10-202

Holographs
California Allowed Combo Cal. Prob. Code § 220

Holographs
Colorado Allowed 120 HR CRS § 15-11-702

Connecticut No 120 HR Conn. Gen. Stat. § 45a-440(a)

Delaware No 120 HR Del. Code, Title 12 § 701-702

D.C. 120 HR D.C. Code § 19-502

Florida No 120 HR Fla. Stat. § 732.601

Georgia No 120 HR Ga. Code § 53-10-2

Hawaii 120 HR Haw. Rev. Star. § 560:2-702

Hologr aphs
Idaho Allowed 120 HR Idaho Code § I.C. § 15-2-104

Illinois No 120 HR 755 Ill. Comp. Stat. 5/3-1

Indiana No 120 HR Ind. Code § 29-2-14-1

Iowa No 120 HR Iowa Code § 633.523

Kansas 120 HR Kans. Stat. § 58-709

Holographs Ky. Rev. Stat. § 397.1002 and Ky. Rev.

Kentucky Allowed 120 HR Stat. Ann. § 397.1006

Holographs La. Civ. Code Ann. art. 1575 (2001),

Louisiana Allowed No 120 HR art. 31 (2001)

Holographs
Maine Allowed No 120 HR 18-A Me. Rev. Stat. § 2-805(b)

Maryland No 120 HR Md. Code § 10-801

Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 190B, Article II, §
Massachusetts No 120 HR 2-702

Holographs
Michigan Allowed 120 HR Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 700.2702

Minnesota Combo Minn. Stat. § 524.2 - 702(b) (1)

Holographs
Mississippi Allowed No 120 HR Miss. Code § 91-3-5

Missouri No 120 HR Mo. Stat. § 471.0,10

Holographs
Montana Allowed 120 HR Mont. Code § 72-2-114

Holographs
Nebraska Allowed No 120 HR Neb. Rev. Stat. § 30-121

Holographs
Nevada Allowed No 120 HR Nev. Rev. Stat. § 135.020
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Holographs 120 Hour
State Permitted Rule? Applicable Statute

New
Hampshire 120 HR N.H. Rev. Stat. § 563:2

Holographs
New Jersey Allowed 120 HR N.J. Stat. § 3B:3-32
New Mexico 120 HR N.M. Stat. § 45-2-702
New York 120 HR N.Y. Est. Prob. Tr. L. § 2-1.6(a)
North Holographs
Carolina Allowed 1.20 HR N.C. Gen. Stat. § 28A-24-2

Holographs
North Dakota Allowed 120 HR N.D. Cent. Code § 30.1-09.1-02
Ohio 120 HR Ohio Rev. Code § 2.105.36

Holographs
Oklahoma Allowed No 120 HR 58 Okla. Stat. § 1001-1008
Oregon 120 HR Ore. Rev. Stat. § 112.572

Holographs
Pennsylvania Allowed No 120 HR 20 Pa. Cons. Stat. § 8501
Rhode Island No 120 HR R.I. Gen. Laws § 33-2-2
South Carolina 120 HR S.C. Code § 62-1-502

Holographs
South Dakota Allowed 120 HR S.D. Cod. Laws §29A-2-104

Holographs
Tennessee Allowed No 120 HR Tenn. Code § 31-3-102

Holographs
Texas Allowed 120 HR TX Estates Code Sec 121.052

Holographs
Utah Allowed 120 HR Utlah Code § 75-2-702
Vermont No 120 HR 11 Vt. Stat. § 621

Holographs
Virginia Allowed :120 HR Va. Code § 64.2-2202
Washington 120 HR Rev. Code Wash. § 11.05A.020

Holographs
West Virginia Allowed No 120 HR W. Va. Code § 42-5-1
Wisconsin 120 HR Visc. Stat. § 854.03

Holographs
Wyorning Allowed No 120 HR Wyo. Stat. § 2-13-103


